With the theme: Fostering Organizational and People Leadership During the Transition Period in the Academe, Professor Evelyn S. Abeja, assistant vice president for administration and Celso D. Jaballa, assistant vice president for external relations attended the 17th Asian Association of School Human Resource Management and Development Practitioners, Inc. (ASSHPI) at Crimson Hotel, Filinvest City, Alabang, Muntinlupa City, Metro Manila, August 31-September 2, 2016.

Done through plenary sessions, the convention, intended for school owners, school administrators, HR practitioners, faculty and educators, aimed to gain practical strategies on how to face the challenges of the New General Education Landscape where participants will be equipped with effective techniques and skills as a Change Management Leader to engage and motivate people of their respective agencies.

Featured resource speakers gave relevant lectures on how to help the organization beat the gap performance, and manage motivation on how to harness the power of collaboration in order to get their employees to work smarter, harder and their expectation through reasonable and fair compensation plans considering that all colleges and universities are now implementing change especially in the transition period because of the implementation of the Senior High School Program.

Updates on legal issues in the academe, compliance with the legal mandate and employee engagement and commitment based on ASSHPI’s research and recommendations were also tackled during the three-day convention.

Speakers were: Mr. Enrique Abadesco of the Philippine Society of Fellows; Dr. Genevieve Ledesma-Tan of Southville Global Education Network; Dr. Benito Teehankee, De La Salle University; Mr. Freddie Marquez, Compensation Management Society of the Philippines; Atty. Anna Maria Abad, Abad, Abad and Associate Law Office; Ms. Carelle Mangaliag, TrainStation, Inc.; Dr. Melva Diamante, Southville International School affiliated with Foreign Universities; Mr. Jordan Imutan, White Hall Consulting, Inc.; Ms. Ma. Theresa Benitez, University of Asia and the Pacific; and Ms. Jocelyn Tizon, Southville International School and Colleges.

Meanwhile, an echo seminar was held at the University Library on September 26, 2016. In attendance were all department heads, deans and directors of the University.

The echo seminar was through the initiative of the Human resource Department headed by Professor Alberto C. Enverga Jr with Mr. Philip S. Maano, Mr. Roderick J. Rabina and Ms. Mary Jane A. Oriola.
CAS MASSCOM STUDENTS BAG BRONZE IN FILM DOCU

The Manuel S. Enverga University Foundation College of Arts and Sciences’ mass communication students and professors brought home the bronze award during the 7th EdukCircle Annual Documentary Making Competition, Sept. 10 at the AFP Theater, Camp Aguinaldo, Quezon City.

Their official entry entitled “Tuwing Dapit Hapon” (Trolley Kid), bested other entries from colleges and universities in the country. The college commended the 7 masscom seniors who produced the entry. Organized by the International Center for Communication Studies Manila (ICCS) with the theme “Mainstream Media vs. Social Media: Issues and Concerns”, the convention featured lectures in various media platforms from broadcast journalists Lourd de Veyra of TV5, Philippine Daily Inquirer’s Juliet Javellana, Dr. Nicole Curato, a sociologist and Professor Clarissa David.

The convention aims to provide a venue for the advancement and essential evaluation of communication practices through media and responsible journalism.
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Philippine Regulatory Commission Board Chairman for Architecture Robert Sac visited the College of Architecture and Fine Arts (CAFA) of the Manuel S. Enverga University Foundation (MSEUF), September 2.

The visit also served as inspection-consultative meeting with the dean and the faculty members from the college to check whether the college is adhering to the quality standard of the architecture curriculum.

Fresh from his visit at Batangas State University, Architect Sac paid a courtesy call to the Vice President for Academics Dr. Benilda N. Villenas. He was accompanied by the CAFA Dean Jennifer S.A. Sanchez together with Architects Christopher Mirasol and Jovelita Etcubanas, both faculty members of the college.

The inspection took place at 4:00 in the afternoon along the facilities of the college and the profile and composition of the faculty members. Architect Sac specified the numbers of classrooms including the photo-documentation laboratories that are paramount to the program.

The PRC Board Chair for Architecture clarified and underscored the significance of computer laboratories for architecture students. He said that architectural schools must cooperate and strive willingness to undergo with inspection to achieve continuous improvement and to ensure a better delivery of instruction, quality education and good performance especially in the Professional Board Examination (PRC).

Meanwhile, Architect Sanchez disclosed that the construction of the computer laboratories and other rooms for Drafting classes were included in the proposed CAFA Annex Building to be constructed in 2017.” The annex building is designed to comply with the requirements for architectural schools based on the policies, standards and guidelines issued by the Commission on Higher Education,” she said.

With good impression of Architect Sac about the University, he encouraged the faculty members to update themselves by attending the Continuing Professional Education and Professional Practice (CPEPP).